MARCH
heard in Mayfair : c Jove, you look stunning to-
night !' in Kensington : c I say, that's a ripping
thing you've got on ! * and, in time, in Brixton:
c You look an absolute winner, you do !5
So, you see, it is nothing to laugh at or to sneer at;
it's Her eye M. Flair catches, and—our money !
We are all in this !
Mannequin after mannequin takes the floor.
Such self-assurance ! No man, not even a popular
actor, could endure this ordeal in cold blood, in so
easy, so graceful, so unconcerned a way. But if a
woman believes that she is well dressed nothing is
impossible to her. One mannequin glides in a cold
melancholy, as though she had been frozen at a
death-bed ; another smiles vaguely as at some
private joke, and all, instead of trying to be real
women, create an impersonal atmosphere which
leaves you with the impression that some waxen
Cytherea has stepped from a shop window.
e My great aunt! * remarks Joan, grinding a
cigarette stump in a plate. c Fancy going to a
point-to-point in that! *
M. Flair does not know everything. He always
brings over impossible sports clothes, the kind of
thing that looks good over the rails of the Bois^
but is as different from an Englishwoman's idea of a
tweed costume as a provincial Frenchman's riding
breeches are different from those worn in the Quorn
country. I would take M. Flair on at this game and
would beat him hollow. I would, moreover, guaran-
tee to work up any fashion show to a condition of
hysterical delight. I would get the tailors of Melton
Mowbray or Edinburgh to make a few tweed cos-
tumes ; and I would inhabit them with the right
striding kind of English girl and, shod in brogues,
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